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Mr. Chairman, Commissioners--

On behalf of the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima

Indian Nation, I thank the Commission for granting our request to

convene this meeting to hear comments concerning Amendments to

NRC Licensing Procedures for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive

Wastes in Geologic Repositories, 10 CFR Part 60. We also thank

the Commission for its decision to release copies of the staff

response to earlier comments and proposed changes, SECY-85-333.

The Yakima Nation feels that this action has profound

implications for the Commission's responsibilities in this.

important national program and for the success of the program

itself.

Our written comments on these amendments last spring dealt

with two aspects of the proposed amendments: the conclusion that

the Commission lacks authority to review DOE's site selection

process, and the decision not to issue a draft Site Characteri-

zation Analysis for public comment. Those remain the issues of
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concern to us, and the staff's responses only partially

ameliorate them.

Draft SCAs

We have argued that the Commission should continue to issue

its site characterization analyses (SCAs) in draft form for

public comment because it gives both the Commission and other

parties the opportunity to learn from and influence each other's

respective positions, and because it would result in higher

quality SCAs.

The Staff argues that NWPA-required interactions between DOE

and states and tribes and the ability of states and tribes to

participate in all meetings between DOE and NRC eliminates the

need for NRC circulation of draft SCAs for public comment.

Unfortunately, the promise of full participation in these

meetings is not being realized. At the outset of a recent BWIP

hydrology coordination meeting, DOE announced a new policy

limiting the participation of state and tribal representatives in

such meetings to an opportunity to make comments at the end of

the meeting.

The NRC's chief representative protested this policy, but to

no avail. One of our technical consultants made extensive

comments at the end of that meeting, but our people felt

generally that they were unable to participate effectively in the

meeting because of their exclusion from the give and take of the

technical exchange. In light of this and other manifestations of

DOE's attitude about state and tribal participation, it is
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improper for the Commission to use the supposed ability to

participate as an excuse for curtailing its own interactions with

states and tribes, including the circulation of a draft SCA.

In the place of a draft SCA, the staff has added a sentence

to section 60.18(b) calling for the Director to provide an

opportunity for the states and affected Indian tribes to present

their views on the site characterization plan and their

suggestions with respect to NRC comments. It is unclear what

kind of "opportunity the Director is to provide, e.g., whether

written comments are to be presented or only an opportunity to

make oral comments at a meeting. The timing of this opportunity

is also unclear, yet quite important. If it is scheduled too

early, we will not yet be familiar with the SCP. If it is

scheduled too late, the ability to influence the SCA will be

compromised.

Moreover, comments to the Commission staff would be much

more meaningful if commenters had a draft or at least an outline

of NRC's views to reflect upon. By analogy, today's meeting

would be less useful if the Commission had decided not to release

SECY-85-333, so that we would not have been aware of this

revision. Similarly, our comments to the NRC staff on the SCPs

would be more worthwhile if we were cognizant of the staff's

views. At a minimum, the Yakima Nation urges you to further

amend this provision so that the stated opportunity to present

tribal and state views is held a reasonable time following the

staff's circulation of at least an annotated outline of its SCA.
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Such a provision would preserve a semblance of the interaction

with the Commission which we feel is necessary and present in the
. j

existing Part 60, but lacking in the proposed amendments.

Commission Review of DOE Site Selection

Even more important to the Yakima Nation than the ability to

comment on a draft SCA is the issue of Commission review of DOE's

site selection process. The NWPA quite clearly provides that NRC

authority to promulgate technical requirements and criteria (that

is, Part 60) is pursuant to "other provisions of law." The Act

specifically mentions as such authority the Atomic Energy Act and

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. Thus, Congress did not

intend in the NWPA to prescribe the scope of NRC review of DOE's

repository program.

The Atomic Energy Act, as amended by the Energy Reorgani-

zation Act, establishes NRC authority to license and regulate

high-level waste repositories. Unlike nuclear power plant

safety, the primary determinant of the adequacy of a high-level

radioactive waste repository over the very long periods of

concern will be not engineered features, but rather the natural,

geologic characteristics of the site chosen. Thus, siting is the

absolute essence of the NRC's mandated public health and safety

and environmental protection responsibilities under the relevant

statutes.

The repository site selection process is by far the most

important aspect of the adequacy of the repository program. For
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NRC to decline to fully review that process would be a basic

abdication of its public health and safety and environmental

protection responsi flities under the Atomic Energy Act and

Energy Reorganization Act. NRC cannot hope to adequately

discharge its responsibilities by deferring its review of the

sites until the stage of repository construction authorization.

Moreover, the Commission's responsibilities under the

National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") require it to engage

in evaluation of alternatives as a part of its licensing process.

Under NWPA section 114(f), the Commission must, to the extent

practicable, adopt the environmental impact statement submitted

by DOE as its own. The Act also prescribes the choices from

which the NEPA alternatives must be selected (the three sites

which have been characterized and which have been preliminarily

determined to be suitable under the guidelines). However, the

Act does not prescribe that those sites are automatically

'suitable' for NEPA purposes. It is the Commission's responsi-

bility to analyze the alternatives and to decide whether they are

suitable as the agency ultimately responsible for NEPA

compliance. NEPA and the NWPA certainly are not satisfied by

DOE's approach to the preliminary determination of suitability,

which is now to be made prior to characterization, when it is the

merest of unsubstantiated allegations.

- The Commission's ultimate NEPA responsibilities dictate an

active role in reviewing DOE's comparison and selection of sites

for characterization. Indeed, NEPA was cited by the Commission
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as one of its authorities for the original promulgation of Part

60. (The staff's present efforts to downplay the role of NEPA as

an underpinning for Part 60 are disingenuous. NEPA is not

abolished by the NWPA, and unsuitable alternatives are not made

suitable by it; NEPA's application is merely deferred.)

The Act explicitly does not compel the Commission to amend

or narrow the scope of its licensing requirements. NWPA section

114(f) states, in part:

nothing in this subsection shall affect any independent
responsibilities of the Commission to protect the public
health and safety under the Atomic Energy Act .... Nothing
in this Act shall be construed to amend or otherwise detract
from the licensing requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as established in title II of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974....

(Emphasis added.) Congress was well aware of the existing

provisions of Part 60 when it passed the NWPA, and incorporated

many of them in the Act. However, the quoted statutory language

makes it clear that Congress did not intend its failure to

explicitly incorporate all of the details of Part 60 in the Act

to be construed as implicit rejections of them. Where Congress

was silent on a subject already addressed by the Commission in

its licensing requirements (Part 60), Congress made plain its

intent that NRC licensing and regulatory requirements should not

be deemed implicitly curtailed by any provision in the NWPA.

Thus, the Commission's conclusion that the NWPA by omission

somehow proscribes its review of DOE's site selection process is

incorrect. As discussed above, Commission responsibilities under
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its organic statutes and NEPA require such a review, and the NWPA

is entirely consistent with those requirements.

Your staff, or at least parts of it, would like to have

commented more extensively on DOE's site ranking analysis in the

draft environmental assessments. A staff member of the

Repository Projects Branch told me in confidence that they were

very disappointed in the way DOE weighed all the post-closure

guidelines equally for all the sites, but felt constrained

against forcefully stating this objection because of the

Commision's position that it would not comment on DOE's

comparison of one site against another. we feel strongly that

DOE and the country have been done a great disservice by this

unnecessary reluctance to state honest technical objections to

the most critical aspect of the EAs--an aspect which the

Commission has compelling legal and policy reasons to comment

upon.

In conclusion, it is quite possible for the federal

government's efforts to dispose of high-level radioactive wastes

to fail yet again, in spite of the NWPA. If that happens, it

will almost certainly be because of the inadequacies of DOE's

site selection process, and the lack of effective regulation of

that process by NRC.

The Yakima Indian Nation urges you to help prevent another

waste program failure by retaining your proper active role in

reviewing the repository site selection process, and by retaining

the most extensive possible interactions with states and affected



Indian tribes. The Commission staff, most notably the Policy and

Program Control Branch, is doing a very commendable job at those

interactions--much better than is DOE. If the Commission

declines to exercise its authority where it is needed, however,

the Commission's credibility will suffer just as DOE's has, and

the waste program will be seriously threatened. In the absence

of credibility somewhere in the government, this program cannot

succeed.


